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Fillable Form Employee NDA


An Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement is a confidentiality agreement used to make it clear to an employee that he or she should not disclose a company's trade secrets without permission. It is recommended for employers to use this prior to an employee starting to work.
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[bookmark: what_is]What is an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement?

An Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement is a contract that requires an employee to keep certain information confidential. This may include the company’s intellectual property, business practices, or other sensitive information. The agreement may also specify how long the employee is required to keep the information confidential.

It is a contract between an employer and employee that prohibits the employee from sharing certain confidential information. This type of agreement is often used in situations where an employee has access to trade secrets or other sensitive information that could give a competitor an unfair advantage.

An NDA should be clear and concise, specifying what information is considered confidential and how it should be treated. The agreement should also spell out the consequences for breaching the agreement.

The purpose of an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement is to protect the employer’s interests by preventing the disclosure of confidential information. This type of agreement is often used in industries where trade secrets or other sensitive information could give a competitor an unfair advantage.

An Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement should be clear and concise and should spell out what information is considered confidential and how it should be treated. The agreement should also specify the consequences for breaching the agreement.

If you are an employer, you may want to consider having your employees sign an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement. This can help protect your company’s interests and prevent the disclosure of confidential information.

If you are an employee, you should make sure that you understand the terms of any Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement you sign. Be sure to ask questions if there is anything you do not understand. Remember that you are agreeing to keep certain information confidential, and violating the agreement could result in legal consequences.



[bookmark: how_to]How to fill out an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement?

Follow the instructions below to accurately and correctly fill out an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement.

Date

Enter the effective date of the Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement.



Employer Representative Name

Enter the name of the employer’s representative.



Employee Name

Enter the employee’s name.



Period of Confidentiality and Non-Use

Enter the validity period of Confidentiality and Non-Use.



State of

Enter the state.



Employee Name

Enter the employee’s name.



Signature

Enter the employee’s signature.



Date

Enter the date the agreement was signed by the employee.



Employer Representative Name

Enter the name of the employer’s representative.



Signature

Enter the signature of the employer’s representative.



Job Title

Enter the job title of the employer’s representative.



Company

Enter the company name.



Date

Enter the date the agreement was signed by the employer’s representative.

[bookmark: faqs]Frequently Asked Questions About an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement

What is the purpose of an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement?

The primary purpose of an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement is to protect any confidential information about the company revealed to the employee during and after the hiring process. It contains written agreements prohibiting the employee to divulge sensitive information that might undermine the employer or its operations.

An Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement helps to build trust between the employer and employee while safeguarding the company's confidential information. It is a contract that explicitly sets out the expectations and consequences of breaching the agreement. The agreement should be signed by both parties before any confidential information is shared.

What are the components of an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement?

The components of an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement address the provisions discussed by the employer and employee.



	Confidential Information


Confidential Information pertains to terms that are deemed confidential by the employer, including but not limited to the employer’s documents, records, intellectual ideas, business assets, and other materials or company-generated data the employee has.



	Form of Disclosure


Form of Disclosure discusses specific ways the employee may divulge any Confidential Information.



	Period of Confidentiality and Non-Use


Period of Confidentiality and Non-Use is the validity period the terms of the agreement are considered effective.



	Exclusions


The Exclusions clause limits the liability of an employee due to breach of the agreement.



	Disclosures Required by Law


When the law requires the employee to disclose any confidential information about the employer due to a certain reason, the employee must notify or ask the employer’s permission to divulge any information. The Disclosures Required by Law clause grants the employer the right to execute protective orders.



	Indemnification


If an employee has disclosed any of the Confidential Information and has harmed the employer, its affiliates, or both, this section requires the employee to compensate the affected parties for any loss or damage incurred.



	No Public Comment


Any forms of communication or public comment done by the employee are prohibited, regardless of the purpose, without the written consent of the employer.



	Notice of Unauthorized Use or Disclosure


An Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement helps establish trust between the employer and the employee. If the employee discovers any confidential information being exposed by third parties, he or she is required to inform the employer for an immediate resolution.



	Ownership and Return of Confidential Information


If the employee leaves the company, this provision secures the employer’s ownership of any company-generated documents or confidential information. It is the employee’s legal responsibility to return all confidential information or protect their privacy upon dismissal.



	No License


An Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement shall adhere to its sole purpose which is to protect the confidentiality of the employer-employee negotiation. Therefore, the employee must refrain from interpreting that the agreement grants license or rights to access any confidential information of the employer.



	Survival


The employee’s obligation to a Non-Disclosure Agreement must be extended until all documents containing confidential information are returned to the Employer or its destruction is certified through writing.



	Relationship


The concept of an employer-employee relationship must center on the employee service in exchange for wage or salary. It must not be defined as:



a. Joint Venture. An association between two or more individuals or businesses with joint responsibilities in financial decisions and expenditures to achieve a common goal;

b. Pooling Arrangement. An agreement between two or more parties who share joint services, financial obligations, assets, profits, and other mutually agreed terms;

c. Partnership. An agreement that combines two individuals or entities forming a single business or partnership; or

d. Teaming Effort. An arrangement wherein a contract is made between a prime contractor and a subcontractor under an acquisition program.



	No Waiver


The No Waiver clause preserves the rights of both parties in case one has breached the agreement. Both parties are subject to come up with remedies to compensate for the breach of contract such as money damages, restitution, rescission, and specific acts.



	Binding Agreement


The Binding Agreement clause binds the parties involved in the contract to perform their duties to the best interest of everyone.



	Injunctive Relief


Injunctive Relief is a court-ordered remedy intended for the employee or defendant to stop specific actions that are harming the employer. This clause does not immunize the defendant from other legal remedies that may be simultaneously filed with Injunctive Relief.



	Prevailing Party


If either of the two parties files a complaint regarding the Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement, the prevailing party is entitled to a reasonable refund of the attorney’s fee or other expenses.



	Governing Law


The Governing Law clause determines the state or governing laws that will be used for the interpretation of the agreement and the regulation of possible legal issues.



	Assignment


The Assignment clause prohibits the employee to assign his or her contractual rights to a third party without the prior written consent of the employer.



	Entire Agreement


An Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement contains the entire understanding of the agreement. Any alteration, modification, or changing of provision is nonbinding unless written and signed by both parties.



	Severability


Severability states that if the court determines a portion of the agreement to be invalid or unenforceable, the remaining parts of the contract shall remain effective.



	Headings


Headings refers to the lines that describe the subject matter. It does not affect the meaning of the provisions nor carries interpretative value.



	Counterparts


Counterparts refers to the individual signing or reproduction of an original copy of a contract.

What should be included in an employee NDA?

The following are some of the key provisions that should be included in an Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement:

	Definitions — This section provides clarity on what is considered confidential information and how it should be protected.
	Duration of Agreement — This section sets forth how long the agreement will remain in effect, which is typically the duration of employment plus a certain period after termination or resignation.
	Obligations of Employee — This section outlines the employee's responsibilities with respect to safeguarding confidential information.
	Remedies for Breach — This section sets forth the consequences that will result if the employee breaches the agreement, which may include financial damages and/or termination of employment.
	Arbitration Clause — This clause provides that any disputes arising out of or relating to the agreement will be resolved through arbitration, rather than litigation.
	Signatures — This section requires both parties to sign the agreement in order for it to be legally binding.


An Employee Non-Disclosure Agreement is a critical tool for protecting a company's confidential information. By including all of the key provisions outlined above, you can help to ensure that your company's confidential information remains protected.



What are the 5 key elements of a non-disclosure agreement?

If you are planning to share confidential business information with another party, it is important that you have a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) in place.



An NDA should be comprehensive and cover all types of confidential information, including but not limited to:

	Trade secrets
	Business plans
	Financial information
	Proprietary information
	Intellectual property




If you do not have an NDA in place and you share confidential business information with another party, they could potentially use that information without your permission or steal it outright. This could damage your business in a number of ways, so it is important to protect yourself with an NDA.



An NDA can be customized to fit the specific needs of your business, but there are some key elements that should be included in every agreement. Here are the five key elements an NDA must have:



	The parties — A non-disclosure agreement must identify the parties to the agreement. The party disclosing the confidential information is typically called the "disclosing party." The party receiving the confidential information is typically called the "receiving party."
	The confidential information — A non-disclosure agreement must identify the confidential information that is being disclosed. This information can be in the form of a trade secret, patent, copyrighted material, or other proprietary information.
	The term of the agreement — A non-disclosure agreement must specify the duration of the secrecy period. The period can be for a specific length of time (e.g., two years) or it can be open-ended (e.g., until the trade secret is no longer a secret).
	The purpose of the agreement — A non-disclosure agreement must identify the purpose of the disclosure. The purpose can be to allow the receiving party to evaluate a potential business relationship with the disclosing party (e.g., a joint venture or licensing agreement).
	The obligations of the parties — A non-disclosure agreement must specify the duties of each party under the agreement. These duties can include an obligation to keep the information confidential, an obligation to return or destroy all copies of the confidential information, and an obligation to not use the confidential information for any purpose other than the specified purpose.




These elements are essential to the agreement and should be included in any NDA. They ensure that both parties understand the scope of the agreement and their respective obligations.



What are the types of non-disclosure?

There are many types of non-disclosure agreements, depending on the type of information being disclosed and the purpose of the disclosure. However, all NDAs have one common element: they prohibit the recipient from disclosing the protected information to anyone else.



There are many types of non-disclosure agreements, each designed for a specific purpose and type of information. The most common types of NDAs are:

	Confidentiality agreement — A confidentiality agreement, also known as a nondisclosure agreement (NDA), is a legally binding contract that establishes a confidential relationship between two parties, usually an employer and employee. The contract defines what information is considered confidential, and obligates the receiving party to keep that information secret.
	Employee Nondisclosure Agreement — An employee nondisclosure agreement (NDA) is a legally binding contract between an employer and employee that establishes confidentiality regarding proprietary information. The NDA defines what information is considered confidential and restricts the employee from disclosing this information to anyone outside of the company.
	Mutual Nondisclosure Agreement — A mutual nondisclosure agreement (MNA), also known as a bilateral nondisclosure agreement, is a legally binding contract between two parties that establishes confidentiality regarding proprietary information. Both parties are restricted from disclosing this information to anyone outside of the company.
	Noncompete Agreement — A non-compete agreement, also known as a covenant not to compete (CNC), is a legally binding contract between an employer and employee that restricts the employee from working for a competitor after the employment relationship has ended.
	Nondisclosure Agreement for Inventions — A nondisclosure agreement for inventions (NDAI) is a legally binding contract between an inventor and a company that defines what information is considered confidential and obligates the receiving party to keep that information secret. The NDAI protects the invention from being disclosed to anyone outside of the company without the inventor's permission.
	Settlement Agreement — A settlement agreement is a legally binding contract between two parties that resolves a dispute. The agreement typically includes a confidentiality clause that prohibits the parties from disclosing the terms of the agreement to anyone outside of the company.
	Licensing Agreement — A licensing agreement is a legally binding contract between an owner of intellectual property and a company that grants the company the right to use the intellectual property. The agreement typically includes a confidentiality clause that prohibits the parties from disclosing the terms of the agreement to anyone outside of the company.
	Manufacturing and Supply Agreement — A manufacturing and supply agreement is a legally binding contract between a manufacturer and a company that purchases goods or services from the manufacturer. The agreement typically includes a confidentiality clause that prohibits the parties from disclosing the terms of the agreement to anyone outside of the company.
	Distribution Agreement — A distribution agreement is a legally binding contract between a distributor and a company that manufactures goods or services. The agreement typically includes a confidentiality clause that prohibits the parties from disclosing the terms of the agreement to anyone outside of the company.
	Franchise Agreement — A franchise agreement is a legally binding contract between a franchisor and a company that grants the company the right to use the franchisor's trademark and business model. The agreement typically includes a confidentiality clause that prohibits the parties from disclosing the terms of the agreement to anyone outside of the company.




What does a non-disclosure agreement do?

A non-disclosure agreement has many purposes. The most common purpose is to protect information. An NDA creates a confidential relationship between the parties to protect any type of proprietary and confidential information or trade secrets. As such, an NDA could protect things like:

	Technical Data
	Business Plans
	Financial Data
	Customer Lists
	Sales Figures
	Software Code
	Inventions


These are just a few examples of the types of information that could be protected with an NDA. It is important to remember that NDAs can be customized to fit the specific needs of the parties involved.



Another common reason for using an NDA is to prevent someone from sharing sensitive information with competitors. This is often seen in situations where employees move from one company to another. By having the employee sign an NDA, the company can rest assured that any confidential information will not be shared with the new employer.



There are also times when two companies may be considering a merger or joint venture and they need to share sensitive information in order to come to a decision. In these cases, an NDA can protect the information while discussions are taking place.



Finally, NDAs can also be used in settlement agreements. This is often seen in situations where one party has shared confidential information with another party and there is a dispute over who owns the rights to that information. By having both parties sign an NDA, they can agree to keep the information confidential and settle their differences without going to court.



There are many different reasons why someone may need to sign an NDA. It is important to remember that each situation is unique and the NDA should be customized to fit the specific needs of the parties involved.



How serious is a non-disclosure agreement?

A non-disclosure agreement serves as a legally binding contract between parties to protect any confidential and/or proprietary information shared between them. The agreement establishes a confidential relationship between the parties involved, in which any and all information exchanged is to remain strictly secret.



It is a serious agreement that should not be entered into lightly, as any breach of the agreement can result in legal action being taken against the party responsible.



In order to be legally binding, an NDA must be signed by both parties involved in the confidential relationship. Once signed, it becomes a contract between those parties and can be enforceable in a court of law.



Any breach of an NDA can result in legal action being taken against the party responsible. This could include damages, injunctions, or even criminal charges.



When should a non-disclosure agreement be signed?

You should only sign a non-disclosure agreement when you are comfortable with the other party and you have a clear understanding of what you are agreeing to. If you have any questions, consult with an attorney before signing.



While an NDA should protect both parties, there may be cases when one party may be at a disadvantage. For example, if you are an employee and you sign an NDA with your employer, they may have more power than you do in terms of enforcing the agreement. If you are concerned about signing an NDA, consult with an attorney to discuss your options.



If you are considering signing an NDA, there are a few things you should keep in mind:

	Make sure you understand the terms of the agreement and what you are agreeing to. Be sure to read the entire agreement carefully before signing. If there is anything you do not understand, be sure to ask questions.
	Think about whether you are comfortable with the other party and if you trust them. If you do not feel comfortable with the other party or you do not trust them, you may want to reconsider signing the agreement.
	Consult with an attorney before signing the agreement. An attorney can help you understand the agreement and can advise you of your rights.
	Keep in mind that once you sign an NDA, you may be bound by it for a long time. Be sure that you are willing to commit to the terms of the agreement before signing it.
	Make sure that you receive a copy of the signed agreement for your records.




Non-disclosure agreements are binding contracts that stipulate how confidential information can be used. If you violate an NDA, you could face legal consequences, such as a lawsuit. Before signing an NDA, make sure you understand the agreement and your rights.



What happens if you break a non-disclosure agreement?

If you break a non-disclosure agreement, you may face civil or criminal penalties. Violating a non-disclosure agreement could result in a lawsuit against you. If the court finds that you violated the agreement, you may have to pay damages to the other party. You could also be subject to criminal charges if the information you disclosed was classified or trade secrets.



Breaking a non-disclosure agreement can have serious consequences. If you are accused of violating an NDA, you may face civil or criminal penalties. You could be sued by the other party, and if the court finds that you did violate the agreement, you may have to pay damages. You might also be subject to criminal charges if the information you disclosed was classified or considered a trade secret.



These are just some of the potential consequences of breaking an NDA. If you are accused of violating an agreement, you should seek legal help right away. An experienced attorney can review your case and help you decide how to proceed.



Is an NDA legally binding?

An NDA only becomes legally binding when it is signed by both parties. If you want to ensure that an NDA is binding, make sure that both parties have signed it before any confidential information is exchanged.



If one party does not sign the NDA, then the agreement is not legally binding and either party can back out of it at any time. This means that if you share confidential information with someone who has not signed an NDA, they are free to use that information however they wish. To avoid this problem, only share confidential information after both parties have signed the NDA.



If you're wondering whether you should sign an NDA, the answer depends on your specific situation. In general, NDAs are beneficial if you plan to share sensitive information with someone who is not part of your company. However, you should carefully read any NDA before you sign it to make sure that you understand and agree to its terms.



Can an NDA be broken?

An NDA may be terminated, but not broken. If a party wants to end the agreement, it must do so in a way that does not violate its terms. For example, if the NDA requires one year of confidentiality, the party cannot simply terminate the agreement after six months.



There are a few ways to legally terminate an NDA. The first is by mutual agreement between the parties. If both sides agree that they no longer need to be bound by the NDA, they can simply sign a new agreement releasing each other from their obligations.



Another way to terminate an NDA is through performance. Once the information protected by the NDA has been disclosed or no longer needs to be kept confidential, the NDA is no longer valid.



Finally, an NDA can be terminated by expiration. Most NDAs have a specific term, after which the agreement is no longer in force.



How is a non-disclosure agreement an important tool for businesses?

Many businesses use non-disclosure agreements to protect their confidential information. They benefit from NDAs in many ways, including:

	Preventing the unauthorized disclosure of trade secrets and other confidential information
	Allowing them to share information with partners, vendors, and others without fear of disclosure
	Ensuring that confidential information remains protected even if the relationship ends


If your business has confidential information that you want to protect, a non-disclosure agreement can be an effective way to do so.



Related Articles:

	Using An Employee Non Disclosure Agreement
	How NDAs Work and Why They're Important
	4 things you should know about non-disclosure agreements
	How Employers Use Nondisclosure Agreements
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